“Engineers are Warped”

SD: 202208.01

SFI * REGION 01 * USS HEIMDAL NCC-1793 * ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT NEWSLETTER
From the console of the Chief Engineer
Capt. Darrell W. Millner

As always “Welcome” crew, Engineers, and STARFLEET engineering
enthusiast Grab your racktijino, half a scone, buckle up and prepare for
another informative issue of the Heimdal’s Engineering Departmental
Newsletter – I have a few updates and surprises.
First – I received notification from Brigadier Phillip M Cox III, Regional
Coordinator for Region One, and have formally accepted the position of
Regional Department Chief of Engineering. I am humbled and excited
and look forward to this adventure hopeful that I can make a positive
difference. For additional details see page 8.
Second – There is a lot going on around the Heimdal, R1 and SFI so
please check over the updates here in The Engineering Link, The
Rainbow Connection, and Region One website. Remember as Mark
Twain once penned ““The man who does not read has no advantage
over the man who cannot read.”. No one expects us to read everything,
but to not take advantage of resources is “Not Logical”.
Third – Always remember - your input has value. Reach out, open the
comm channels, share. You can help the direction of your department,
chapter, region, fleet – sometimes with the simplest things. Make a
positive impact.
Fourth - I’d like to thank all of the members of this team that have
been making such an amazing difference with the Heimdals upcoming
Auction on August 20th, you do your Department and Chapter proud.
It is humbling to your Chief and I learn from each and every one of you
how to improve here in STARFLEET. Cheers,
This just came across my console, “A Moment of Silence Please”
******** The Galaxy has lost a spark of brightness ********
Nichelle Nichols has passed on to the silver shores,,,,
Capt. Darrell Millner, CEO
R1 RDC of Engineering
Chief Engineering Officer
USS Heimdal –R1 -Delta-Sector
R1 Officer of the Year 2021

R1 RDC Program adopts updated
compliant ENGINEERING LOGO

Awarded 2021 Region 01 “Communications Excellence” Best Departmental Newsletter

Nichelle Nichols, original actor of
Star Trek’s Nyota Uhura passed at Age
89. She shined bright and will be missed
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YOU ?

- A “SAMPLE” OF FICTIONAL DUTY POSITIONS HERE IN ENGINEERING ** Updates In Process – Seriously they are ** Chief Engineer - Heads department. Oversees running of all engineering systems and divisions. Accountable for the overall
performance of the vessel. (A Miracle Worker).
Assistant Chief Engineer - Primary assistant or backup to the chief engineer. In situations when the chief engineer is away
from the engine room, the assistant chief engineer is responsible/in charge.
Shuttle Bay Officer - (SBO) Coordinates with Operations manager on Main Bridge for shuttle launch and landing clearance.
Directly oversees FDO's.
Helm Officer - Responsible for ship's maneuverability & sometimes weapons control.
Navigator - Plot the ship's course; responsible for safely getting the ship from point A to point B.
Transporter Chief - Oversees the operation of ship's transporters.
Transporter Specialist - Maintain & operate the transporters. Work with the Transporter Chief.
Duty Engineer - Engineering officer acting as the duty officer when the chief or assistant chief engineer is off-duty.
Engineering Specialist - All-purpose engineers. Environmental controls, replicators, holodecks, and more.
Flight Deck Officer - (FDO) Responsible for all operations within their particular shuttle bay (3), reports directly to SBO for
launch and landing clearance. Primary station - Operations Control Booth.
Shuttlecraft Pilots - Pilot shuttlecraft on missions that require use of shuttlecraft.
Technology Specialist - Experts with all machines & technological contrivances.
Matter / Anti-matter Specialist - Monitor the intermix process.
Dilithium Crystal Specialist - Responsible for monitoring the dilithium crystal converter assembly.
Damage Control Specialist - Evaluate & control the amount of damage a starship sustains to the best of their abilities. Also
effect ship's repairs.
Deflector Systems Specialist - Monitor & provide data on the ship's deflectors / shields.
Quartermaster - Assign quarters, handle equipment & supplies & the distribution of same.
Maintenance Engineer - Specializes in repairing damaged systems.
Ship Fitter - Fabricate, assemble, and build structural parts of/for the ship.
Recreation Officer - Activities director. Maintains morale. Maintains the Recreation Deck. Coordinates off duty crew
activities.

Engineering Reports
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SD: 202207.25 – Monthly Engineering Report – Lt. Cmdr. Zak Lyon
Captain Millner, Sir Sorry but as not to be late in filing my report this month, I am forwarding my notes.
Notes which were interrupted by a bad headache. Begin forwarding…

‘Computer’ record notes for monthly Engineering report, Lt. Cmdr. Lyon.
Only three points to write up this month.

1. Vinaya and Stellar CartographyWhen you have been a small part of helping to create someone’s dream, you don’t really have a true grasp
of how beautiful it will grow to be. That is until the day they invite you into their dream themselves and you
see it for yourself. Lt Vinaya is thriving overseeing the new stellar cartography refits. Her redesign of the lab
I believe is good enough to be on the flag ship in a few years. Engineering technical and installation support
used a lot of man hours – many of them donated. The icing on the cake for Vinaya was the design by Lt. ---of a small pool for breaks.
The open house that I just returned from was “out of this world.” So many screens and overlooks. I really
appreciated its scope and grandeur. It’s a game changer. CSO Smith excited.
I will miss working with Vinaya. Every one of us in Engineering is so thrilled for our friend and colleague. In
the back of my mind, I was always expecting Sciences to snatch her up once she was able to leave
Cetacean Ops. The MASU was blue after all.
2. Lt Cmdr Walker I have really enjoyed working with Walker and tonight at the Stellar Cartography Ope House – a
cocktail hour among the stars as they were calling it – I got to know him a little better. Sorry you
couldn’t make it there Chief. I have to pass on good wishes from a colleague. Vinaya says she is
thankful for all the engineering support. She also wanted to add that Lt Commander Walker is one
of the quickest studies she has ever met. That is a high complement from Vinaya. She said he sees
everything with - and these are her words” the wonder of newness.” (One day she might decide to be
a poet) She’s right. Walker is a good guy.

(But with a trailing darkness. Hunting. Hunted. Always hunted. He will not escape. The Swordmaster
will have his day. The traitor will be brought into light. But never me. Not me. The light. Even harsh
light is not mine. They will find him. The veil will be pierced. It will do this or I will be hurt again. Ahhh.)
By the great bird of the galaxy, what were those thoughts. Why did I record these words. Where did
it come from. My head is killing me. This report will have to be truncated. I am seeking medical
attention immediately...
Computer stop recording.
Computer resume recording…where was I.
3. More coursework.
Now that we have dropped off our guests on Nader V and got the AP350’s to full the air on deck 16 is
finally breathable. More about that later.
Because of the somber origin of the recent Engineering Commoration I will be taking the SFA Rescue and
Evacuation Operations. Once again. Sorry about not being able to get this into the proper format. Just
haven’t been myself since I caught my reflect in the window as I was recording my notes
Lt. Cmdr. Zak Lyon
USS Heimdal NCC-1793
Engineering Dept

Engineering Reports
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SD: 202207.25 – Monthly Engineering Report – Ensign Jody Lyon
The anniversary of my assignment to the Heimdal is coming up. I can’t believe I’ve been on board for almost
a year. At first, I wanted assignments that allowed me to work on my own. Now I seek out duty that requires
me to work as part of a team. Being on the Heimdal has changed me. For the better. Thank you for your
support.
This month I assisted with the conversion of one of the crew relaxing areas into a space where the lower
decks personnel could showcase collections, artwork, or other items of interest to the crew. The first
installation was suggested by an ensign in Live Sciences. He has an extensive collection of models of space
craft, many that have been handed down by his ancestors and are quite unique. The space is small, but we
were able to include a couple of seating arrangements for crew to stay a socialize a bit. I anticipate visiting
this space each month and learning from the displays and about our crew.
I am looking forward to my next rotation. I appreciate Cmdr. Rowland offering to help me become familiar
with shuttle bay operations.
Ensign Jody Lyon
USS Heimdal NCC-1793
Engineering Dept
SD: 202207.26 – Monthly Engineering Report – LCDR Bud Walker
This has been an intense month of study under LT Vinaya in Stellar Cartography, but it has paid off. I took
my exam in Flight Operations and passed, so I am now one step closer to the Bridge. LT Vinaya was a
patient teacher and helped me through all the calculations involved in star mapping and I hope to write a
short paper on the subject soon. Nevertheless, I am relieved to be finished with this subject and am now
studying Bridge Operations.
As you have directed, sir, I have begun my secondary duties in the Quartermaster section. I will admit that
there is a certain degree of down time associated with this job, which has allowed me to pull out my
manuals to study. However, there is a definite rhythm to this job. While the ship is between travel points,
the pace is slow with a few requests for uniform repair or replacement. But every time we dock at a
starbase or spacestation, there is always a flurry of activity with crew rotating off and new crew rotating
onboard. The real challenge during these busy periods is working out quarter assignments. There is a bit of
puzzle solving involved with all the room shuffling involved. There are certain rooms that are more sought
after, and when one of these becomes available, many current crew members put in to move into these
plum quarters. So, between accommodating move requests from current crew and making sure all new
crew have someplace to lay their heads, it can be a challenge!
I am continuing my studies of history through Star Fleet Academy, which has been tremendously helpful in
my interactions with my crewmates. I have been nervous about venturing out of my personal quarters, but I
am trying to force myself to spend more time on the recreation decks. While I enjoy playing games with
others, it is difficult for me to be around people without specific duties to keep us occupied. But I am making
progress, sir, I promise!
Lt. Bud Walker
USS Heimdal NCC-1793
Engineering Dept.
SD: 202207.30 – Monthly Engineering Report – Captain Darrell Millner
This last cycle started off strong, I completed several online SFA courses during my non duty hours, began
drawing out designs and content for Engineer’s Support Documentation, and have been working on
promotion reviews and upcoming rotations on duty assignments. Unfortunately something else decided to
work on ME….. I caught a strange virus according to CMO White from the Begley farming colonies unique
two headed slugs. Something the bio filters did not successfully account for…. (note: reminder to discuss
with Zak Lyon), sadly my diet was going well, change in diet and exercise. But his virus was not a friendly way

CONTINUED – Monthly Engineering Report – Captain Darrell Millner
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(Report continues) to loose that much weight. It’s been years since my belt notch went that far. These
last 7 days on bed rest were not what this Engineer had in mind.
Update from Capt. Campbell after we successfully dropped off the farming colony on Nader V , 2 nd shift
took worker bee 7 out to check out first hand and search for any anomalies as discussed before. The
results were both amusing and concerning. It’s been more than a decade since I hear the term “Starship
Bingo”, I forgot how creative and how much chaos we wee ensigns could cause, and here is a new
generation. It’s always t he quiet ones, and my own Ens. Jody Lyon and Ens. Carlos Neyre Abad – who would
have guessed. Looks like some double shifts for these young Ensigns.
XO Smith has alerted us that we will be delayed reporting to Starbase Earhart, a new assignment has been
given and CO Smith will be addressing the Senior staff later this afternoon..
On a final note, I understand there will be a celebration this evening in 9 Forward recognizing my additional
role as (Regional Department Chief) RDC of Engineering for STARFLEET Region One, I have requested
additional office space to specifically separate my Heimdal Duties from that of this regional role. These are
new waters for me.

ARTICLES FROM THE CREW

SD: 202207.26 – The Engineering Link : Article - Lt. Cmdr. Zak Lyon

The Gift of Bonds

We all know that engineers give at least 100%, 100% of the time. They are dependable, focused,
determined and get the job done whatever the hardships, if I do say so myself. They put it all on the line.
And if the line is not strong enough, we engineers find ways of increasing its tensile strength. Our work is
not glamourous or always front and center, but behind the scenes we keep Starfleet “going.” Miracle
Workers has become kind of cliché. We’d rather say we are simply a group of geniuses. Kidding aside,
since the beginning of Starfleet, Engineers have always gone above and beyond for their ship and crew.
And for over 100 years now, July has been a special time for us within the department to remember the
dedication, genius, and sacrifice of those upon whose shoulders we stand. This commemoration initially
was a one-day affair (June 30 standard calendar) when we engineers remembered those who had been
lost and wore a special badge on our uniforms. But it has grown considerably over the last century to
include a month of special projects where engineers volunteer and encourage others in the field,
considering the field or anyone who needs encouragement.
This month I mentored Ms. Hasmer’s Elementary class onboard. They were designing and constructing
robotics to submit to the Federation competition for their grade. I found that several of the students
wanted to “grow up to be” engineers. Those kids are going to be lights in the universe. Initially I thought
that perhaps I didn’t have any particular “genius” they could benefit from but found that my skill of
listening and encouraging enhanced my ability to share my skill with them in a way that helped.
This year I decided to design and gift a mechanical puzzle to each of our department members. To offer
the gift of bonds. Engineers love to puzzle things out, right? Messages were encoded for each to show
what each of you has given me in knowledge, skill, and encouragement this past year. I hope the puzzles
didn’t keep any of my crewmates up all night trying to decode! You all have helped me unlock new and
fantastic facets of myself. In my own small way I have done the same for you. Or will in the future.
Every year, we trot out the original slogan of that first Valeo Remembrance Day -“Engineers, We Fix
what is Broken” - and honor the one who said it.
I hope we all participated in some small way this year by encouraging others. I just wanted to share my
thoughts and my story.

SD: 202207.26 – The Engineering Link : Article - Ens. Jody Lyon

A Light of Hope
I have just completed my final inspection of the lighting and holographic displays in our new studio space.
There were so many historical models. I was transfixed by the model of a lightship in our first collection. It
was a superb copy of the ceremonial lightship used by the R’ongovians on special occasions. It took me back
to the stories my grandfather Talzal used to tell me back on Bajor. I never saw one, but I imagined the ships
as giant light beings with golden wings.
Centuries ago, according to my grandfather our people were capable of faster than light speed using one of
these ships with solar sails. Most people did not believe the tale. He explained it to me that if a ship was
traveling in a current of particles that were traveling at faster than light speed it could happen. There were
tachyon eddies that could have accomplished this. The ship was not build for this level of speed and would
not endure, but there is a legend that these ships made of wood and metal carrying large sails actually made
it to Cardassia. We made it into space before they did! Naturally, these stories circulated throughout the
camps during the occupation. It gave us pride and hope. And our Occupiers, they dismissed the legend as a
child’s fairy tale. Of course, we couldn’t do anything like that. We were merely children. Children that needed
the Occupation and their guidance and their civilization to mature. Children, indeed.
Sorry to veer off like that into politics.
Regardless, the model was beautiful and actually did look something like what I imagined as a child. Maybe
one day someone will find the evidence we need to bring these ships and their accomplishments to light.
They symbolize the strength and ingenuity of the Bajoran people.
I hope everyone gets a chance to visit this installation and view a favorite craft of your own.
SD: 202207.21 – The Engineering Link : Update LTJG Kathy Whately, Communications Department

Monthly Engineering Zoom - July

Editors Note:
A special Thank
You to Kathy for
providing a recap
of this months
zoom. In addition
to providing
excellent Comm
support she is a
key player in the
chapters
Interdepartmental
Role Play and
valued member of
the team.
M&M’s all the way
around – Right
Larry W.? ;-)

The engineering department meeting for July 18, 2022 started at 7pm with Darrell,
Zac, Jody, Bud, and Kathy (representing Larry). Our next meeting will be the 3rd
Monday in August, the 15th, at 7 pm. Darrell will send out the coordinates. Our role
play meetings will continue on the third Thursday.
We discussed our survey question (posted in the latest edition of The Engineering Link):
What resource is lacking to help you on your Starfleet journey? Is there a publication,
online resource, or other that you have thought "I'm surprised that I have not seen or
heard of ______ to help me as a scifi member"?
It was a lively discussion with many thoughts shared. The topic of recruitment,
expanding the organization, and retention was addressed as were resources for new
(and old) recruits.
Booths at conventions were highly recommended and, maybe, a course or manual
called Recruitment 101. How to manuals like: how to establish role play, how to set up
star dates, how to be an engineer or security person, etc. were suggested.
There is a need for more input, fresh eyes, and a vision of the bigger picture. Perhaps a
scrutiny of what is being done, how it's being done, and what is the thought process
behind it. The Heimdal survey is a good place to start and we applaud the effort.
What ever the future holds, we feel zoom should definitely be a part of it. Maybe a
manual on zoom would be helpful so others could be zoom masters to help with
meetings.
We only scratched the surface, but it was a great start and an informative meeting
that ended at 8:42.
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SFI / Region 01 / USS Heimdal
News & Updates
As Engineers it’s good to get a glimpse of what is happening around us, here are a few highlights
STARFLEET Medical - Solar System Challenge for August – MARS!
Track your steps daily, report weekly to CMO White, Let’s see how far we can get around MARS.
VIC Updates: 2022 STARFLEET Virtual International Conference is right around the corner. AUG 12 & 13
Get the latest at sfi-vic.com/ https://youtu.be/b4d2a_Rk8Lc
HEIMDAL AUCTION 2022 August 20 at the Lynchburg Grand Hotel at 601 Main Street, Lynchburg, VA. This is the
key event for the Heimdal and the source of our ability to provide support for our numerous charity programs and the
lives we impact throughout the year – yes including SPACECAMP. PLEASE reach out to Linda and Willy.

Region One Summit 2022 August 19th - 21st at the Edgewater Hotel, 402 River Road Gatlinburg, TN
37738 It’s not too late to register though rooms may not still be available Please check the website for
updates. http://www.r1summit.com/
HEIMDAL POOL PARTY & PICNIC: August 27 beginning at 5 p.m. at the Sugar Mill Recreation area.

- As a reminder to those of you that may not have, Heimdal Engineers are encouraged to access their member eligibility file at
SFI.org and forward a copy (cut and paste or use printable option) to your Chief Engineer to assist in keeping your departmental
information up to date. This helps with Engineering Link postings, regarding STARFLEET Academy, Awards, and Renewal
information. Also if you see any errors in your roster listing please let CEO Millner know right away so it can be corrected.

SFA – College of Engineering
Have you seen the amazing Engineering specfic
Course line up at STARFLEET Academy?
There are other related courses but here is your core,
College of Engineering (17)
[ ] CENG 101 – Early Principles and Terms, Part 1
[ ] CENG 102 – Pre–19th Century Pioneers
[ ] CENG 103 – 19th & 20th Century Pioneers
[ ] CENG 104 – Modern Principles and Terms, Part 1
[ ] CENG 105 – Starfleet Engineers
[ ] CENG 201 – Early Principles and Terms, Part 2
[ ] CENG 202 – The SI Unit System
[ ] CENG 203 – Other Starfleet Engineers
[ ] CENG 204 – Modern Principles and Terms, Part 2
[ ] CENG 205 – Ship Recognition
[ ] CENG 206 – Non–Starfleet Engineers
[ ] CENG 207 – Tools of the Engineers
[ ] CENG 208 – Charles Tucker III
[ ] CENG 209 – Montgomery Scott
[ ] CENG 210 – Geordi La Forge
[ ] CENG 211 – Miles O’Brien
[ ] CENG 212 – B’Elanna Torres
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I received official notification and a welcome letter from Brigadier Phillip M Cox III, Region
Coordinator, Region One, that my application to assume the Region One Regional
Department Chief of Engineering position. The position was formerly so amazingly held and
orchestrated by the now late Jason Schrek. I can never take his place, but I will strive to
take on the role with respect, professionalism, in good faith and fun. It is my hope that this
new position will enhance my performance as the Heimdal’s Chief Engineer and that I will be
able to build on the solid foundation of the RDC program.
Many have heard me relay this in the past, I have great memories of this program in the
late 80’s and early 90’s ( yes I am that ….. aged ), and the Heimdal even held this distinction
with Dennis Henderson in the chair back then.
Details will follow with information about the program, objectives, resources, and much
more. I invite you to keep an eye on the Region One website ( r1.sfi.org ), the Facebook
group’s STARFLEET Region One, STARFLEET Region 1 Corps of Engineers, our
Departmental newsletter “The Engineering Link”, and the Heimdal’s award winning
newsletter “The Rainbow Connection”.
I am humbled, excited, and terrified all at the same time, but that they tell me is normal lol.
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Heimdal Engineers at Starfleet Academy
2022 July Graduate(s)

LCDR William “Bud” Walker

IOSTS - College of Starship Operations (IOMS:COSO)
CSO 101 – IOSTS Flight Operations
DISTINCTION

07/07/2022

Capt Darrell Millner

IOTK - College of Engineering
CENG 101 - Early Principles and Terms
DISTINCTION
CENG 102 - Pre-19th Century Pioneers
DISTINCTION
CENG 103 - 19th & 20th Century Pioneers DISTINCTION
CENG 104 - Modern Principles & Terms
HONORS
CENG 105 - Starﬂeet Engineers
DISTINCTION

07/03/2022
07/03/2022
07/08/2022
07/10/2022
07/10/2022

Survey Question 202208
Question : “What subjects would you like discussed at this month Engineering Departmental Zoom?”
Mind you the Comm line is always open and your suggestions greatly enhance our events
Email your answer to trek1793@millnernet.com ATTN: Eng Link

Last Months Survey Replies (June)
Question : What resource is lacking to help YOU on your STARFLEET journey?Is there a publication,
online resource, or other that you have thought “I’m really surprised I have not seen or heard of ___ to
help me as an Engineer – or as a SFI member”
--- This one rather surprised me, the team saw it of course as I wrote it, vs. how I thought it. And what
excellent discussions came from it at the Monthly Deptmental Zoom session and beyond (see page 6).
So important I have modified the last two pages of the Link’s format to share the full responses. Here
we go --Zak - … I was thinking about when I first was looking at departments and was wondering where I fit. My first
thought was Engineering but I thought hands-on stuff certainly wasn’t my strength. It took me a while to
figure out what I wanted to do. The question got me thinking about something that could be given to
prospective engineers – not a manual or anything, but maybe a little handout. It could welcome all and praise
all departments. Then, it could describe what we do – meetings, reports, types of assignments, in-universe
characters, newsletter, on-going projects, etc.
Jody - … This might be asking for too much, As an Engineer needing to write about my experiences, a SFI
engineer resource that includes a list of the primary tools and their functions for our era of Trek, acceptable
uniform variations for the era (dress, standard, work...), etc. would be useful.
Bud - I would like to see Starfleet HQ or Region One play a more proactive role in helping chapters move past
the pandemic. Leadership from either level would be useful to ensure our chapters are still active and
growing. Templates and/or model policies could be something that they could offer to the chapters.
I would also like to see Region One coordinate recruitment efforts at fan conventions. They could identify a
fan convention that would be good for recruitment and then contact chapters that are near that convention.
If there is enough interest, then the region could arrange a to get a table or booth, and have the chapters
provide personnel
Darrell - I agree there will always be room for much improvement. And can be overwhelming. There are
amazing sites, programs, publications spread across SFI, Region One, Delta Sector, and the Heimdal that I
rarely utilize as I could (our Heimdal membership handbook comes to mind) and more that should be
developed. My thought is a comprehensive Wiki or similar to help us find the answers we seek and thus be
able to access and utilize those resources.

Star Trek Origins of Props You Wont Believe and More
will return next month
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Heimdal Monthly Engineering Zoom
SD: 202208.15 ED: 15 August, 2022 7:00 pm eastern
Come join your Engineering team in a lively discussion
about everything from Strange New Worlds, Prodigy, SFA,
Reports, Stories, Tools, Models, Weather and more. It’s
lots of things, but boring IS NOT ONE OF THEM.
Digitally – Face to Face – you may be surprised at how
much fun it can be.
*** Zoom coordinates will be emailed prior to event ***
If you have scheduling or technical challenges, reach out!!
STAR TREK Trivia Anyone? - True or False: Ensign Ro Laren was the
first Bajoran ever seen on 'ST:TNG.
Last Months Question :
TNG Episode : Enterprise self-destruct system activated for the first time: '11001001 '

Special thanks to this months
contributors .. Kathy W., Jody L.,
Zak L., Bud W., Gary B.,&Darrell M
Please note, corrections and additions are
always welcome

Thanks Gary, what a laugh

ry helpful online resources

Disclaimer: No part of this newsletter is intended as
an infringement on the Star Trek copyright held by
Paramount™ or any other company or entity. This is a
not for profit, fan organization, that strives to
embrace the ideals of Star Trek, the inspiration of the
“Great Bird of the Galaxy” and have fun in the process.
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